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Cal Polys Information Technology Services department used the Memorial Day weekend to inform stu
dents that the campus e-mail system was being inundated with spam e-mail at a rate that was above normal.
“We believe this week s problem started with an abnormally high influx of spam to the campus,“ the email stated. “We will be changing how we handle e-mail delivery so we can better handle high-volume sit
uations.”
Since signing a contract with technology giant Oracle, the Cal Poly e-mail service has come under criti
cism for being slow, unresponsive and prone to maintenance that suspends service.The weekends develop
ments were just the newest chapter in the ongoing struggles.
In 2006, the entire system was shut down for days while ITS worked to solve system problems. Neither
students nor faculty could access their Cal Poly e-mail accounts.
The growing dissatisfaction with Oracle has led at least one student to take matters into his own hands.
Computer engineering junior Jon Wu interned at Google last summer and was pleased enough with the
company’s services that he’s leading a campaign to get Cal Poly to switch from Oracle’s e-mail to (ioogle’s.
“I’m not doing this because I work there,” Wu said. “I also think the e-mail sucks here.”
Wu is promoting his cause by encouraging students to take an online survey on (ioogle’s Web site
(google.com/studentsurvey).The poll asks students questions like “what would you like to change août your
school’s current e-mail system?’’, “how satisfied are you with Gmail?” and “what’s the primary way that
Gmail, CioogleTalk, and (îoogle Calendar could be better than your school’s current systems?” To date, over
2(K) Cal Poly students have taken the survey, and of those 200,92 percent indicate that they are “dissatisfied”
or “very dissatisfied” with the current system.
Wu doesn’t believe that most students on campus are even using the default e-mail interface Cal Poly pro
vides. opting instead to have their e-mail forwarded to another service.
see E-mail, page 3

The San Luis Obispo City
Council is taking steps to expand
the city limits southward into the
Margarita area by 620 acres. The
Margarita area, the pass between
Prado Road and Broad Street, is
the first section of county land
proposed to be annexed by the city
in a three-phase process.
On May 1, the City Council
approved an application for the
first phase of the project to be sent
off to the countywide Local
Agency Formation Commission,
which has the final say in whether
or not the city can annex the area.
In order for the growth to be
approved, the commission needs to
designate the area as in the sphere
of influence of San Luis Obispo.
“The City Council has been
doing comprehensive planning for
this for over 20 years,” city planner
Michael Codron said. “The land
outside the city should be devel
oped with urban services; annexing
the land ensures one clear develop
ment standard.”
The city wants to annex the land
in order to develop specific plans
for the areas with uniform zoning
and infrastructure to avoid sprawl
in the areas surrounding the city.
The city’s long-term plan
includes annexing the airport,
which is currently operated by the
county.
see Expansion, page 3
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H ousing used t o lure S t a ff
track recruitments for the 2(K)7-08 acad
emic year.
Recruitment really comes down to
“When recruiting staff and faculty, first attracting potential faculty and staff to
many times candidates will withdraw both the university and San Luis Obispo
their applications once they realize the (and its surrounding communities, a.s the
high cost of living in
case may be), and then
California and more IjL ^ L 'S T A T ^ iC a O A A Jr keeping them here, said
specifically in San Luis
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“
personnel.
San
Luis
Obispo
But that’s just the
County last fall fix>m St. Louis, Mo.
response Suess and others hope to ward
“There may be individuals like myself
against. With the cost of living in San Luis who are willing to bite the bullet and
Obispo County relatively high compared move here. ... But then once they are
to the rest of the country, the university is here decide that living here (is too diffi
doing its best to help ensure that new cult),” Kennelly said.
GRAIG MANTLE MUSTANG DAILY
recruits don’t leave.
The university began construction on 3 ^ , , ^ Montafia housing complex aims to attract new
The university is adding 38 tenure
see Recruitment, page 2 fiaculty to Cal Pbly through lower-cost housing.
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Upward Bound, a Cal Poly program
which encourages low-income high school
students to pursue post-secondary educa
tion, recently received a $1.55 million
grant.
The grant, given by the U.S. Department
of Education, will help local first generation
college-bound students continue their edu
cation at Cal Poly. According to a press
release. Upward Bound helps to offer “aca
demic courses, Saturday colleges, tutoring,
career advisement, supplemental instruc
tion, cultural and other enrichment activi
ties.”
“The grant covers all program costs,
including program staff, plus academic and
see Grant, page 2
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“1think It’s a great idea, and the university deserves a lot
of credit for doing it. At the same time, it’s not for every
one,” political science professor Matthew Moore said.“For
continued from page I
tlic new Bella Montaña housing complex last spring in an example, my wife and 1 have pet alpacas, and so we need
ertort to alleviate some ot the high costs ot living in San ed a house with a little bit of land, which Bella Montaña
couldn’t offer.”
Luis Obispo, Stiess said.
For those looking for options outside Bella Montaña,
So tar, phases one and two have already been complet
ed, though some of the townhouses in both these phases the university alsti provides lists of rental opportunities and
are still available for sale.The third and final phase will be homes for sale.
"With respect to realtors, they have multiple listings....
completed in October.
“1 think that the university’s housing opportunities at If someone is looking for housing, they’re better off work
Bella Montaña are critically important to recruiting and ing directly with the experts,” Suess said.
Word-of-mouth, though, seems to be the more viable
retaining talented new faculty and
option when looking for affordable
staff," said Bill Dtirgin, provost and
housing.
vice president for academic affairs,
“We received lots of help and
in an e-mail.“ It is a terrific program
advice
from faculty and staff at C'al
that will help Cal Boly build e.\celBoly,” Durgin said. “Although we
The homes are well
lence by enabling new members of
did not engage any real estate bro
the community to get a solid start in
built
and
beautifiil!
But
kers, we found those that represent
the housing market.”
homes of interest to us very help
1)urgin himself moved here last
when (my wife and I) ed
ful.
We have looked at many homes
September.
and hope to be able to settle in
Others aren’t so positive about
sat down and added
sometime this summer.”
Bella Montafia’s future.
“We initially worked with a real
up
the
cost
o
f
living
“The homes there are well built
tor who wasn’t as proactive as we
and beautiful! But when (my wife
there,
it
wouldn’t
have
wanted — not getting us informa
and I) sat down and added up the
tion quickly, not returning calls,
real cost of living there, it wouldn’t
helped us.
etc.,” Moore said. “Through wordhave helped us,” journalism profes
of-mouth we found another one,
sor Doug Swanson said in an e-mail.
who was great. We also spend a lot of
“Even without a down payment,
—Doug
Swanson
time looking at houses online.”
when you add the cost of the mort
jo u rn a lis m p ro fe s so r
Whether new faculty and staff
gage payment, plus utilities, plus the
take the Bella Montaña route or
homeowner association fees, plus
choose
instead
to
work
closely with local realtors, one
taxes ...you don’t come out of overhead of what 1am now
thing has been constant, albeit difficult to achieve:
paying in rent.”
“In fact, it would cost me several hundred dollars more Everyone new to Cal Boly who hasn’t left yet has found
each month than I am now paying to rent a nice town- somewhere to live and some way to make ends meet.
Ken nelly’s advice for new recruits:“!t is possible (to find
house ($1,4(M) monthly). Granted, you have home owner
housing),
but you may have to modify’ what you’re look
ship at Bella Montaña, but there are restrictions there, too.
... So, ev'en though I appreciate what the university is Oty- ing for. ... Everyone has found a way to survive. But
ing to do, for me, it still doesn’t make economic sense to everyone also has different priorities. You can find some
thing; you just have to be creative — and willing to pay
buy in to Bella Montaña.”
Some of those restrictions include only being able to the price.
"Is it worth it? I’ll get back to you on that one. But it
sell to existing (or fiitua“) C!al Boly employees at a limited
is
great
to be able to go to the beach!’
price.

Recruitment

Grant
continued from page /

summer program services,” said
Susan Sparling, director of Student
Academic Services and interim
director of Upward Bound, in an
e-mail interview. “This includes
tutoring at five high school sites, a
six-week residential summer pro
gram at Cal Boly for 50 program
participants, field trips, and
Saturday colleges once a month
during the school year.”
The grant will help Upward
Bound fund SO students for the
upcoming four years. According to
Sparling, the program has been
well-funded for much of its histo

ry-

Not going to be
on campus

tomorrow?

“Upward Bound has been in
existence about 40 years, and Cal
Boly has been accepted for a grant
award every time we have applied
in the past 25 years,” Sparling said.
Selected students come from one
of several “feeder” schools, and
must display an ability and desire to
excel in post-secondary education.
“Students from the target high
schools are eligible to appl,”
Sparling said. They must meet the
federally-defined
low-income
requirements, and be first-genera
tion college bound students that
are motivated to be academicallyprepared to pursue a post sec
ondary education. Along with the
application, they are also inter
viewed.”

Lx)cal briefs
SAN LUIS O B IS PO — After further investigating a recent
incident where a male broke into the house of tour female Cal Boly
students, the San Luis Obispo Bolice 1)epartment has found that
the man was known to the students.
The four women heard the man break into their home on the
200 block of Uathway Avenue when he entered at about 1:40 a.in.
on April 25.The women heard him try to open several doors in the
house before he opened one woman’s bedroom door and ran out
of the house when she screamed. Officers later found that a screen
had been removed from a window through which the suspect
entered.
Since then, police conducted several interviews and analyzed the
evidence to determine the suspect’s identity. In an interview with
police, the suspect did not express a clear motive but said he was
extremely intoxicated at the time.
Bohee said that the girls have decided not to pursue any legal
action against the intruder.

SAN LUIS O B IS PO — An H6-year-old San Luis Obispo res
ident accidentally crashed his car through the window of a down
town business on Wednesday morning, police said.
Edward Brooks was in the process of parking his 1998 Honda
Accord at about 9:30 a.m. when he stepped on the gas pedal instead
o f the brake, which caused his car to go over the curb and into the
front of Nails and Spa on Marsh Street, police said. Though his car
suffered severe damage, he sustained only minor injuries from the
airbags and no one in the business was hurt.
('ompiU’d by the Mustang Daily staff
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According to a press release,
schools participating in the pro
gram are Arroyo Grande High
School, Nipomo High School,
Ernest Righetti High School, Santa
Maria High School and Pioneer
Valley High School. In addition,
the program includes 10 additional
junior high and middle “feeder”
schools.
“The grant competition is quite
challenging, and we feel honored
to have again been selected,”
Sparling said in a press release.
“The award will provide academic
year and summer program services
for 80 selected students at the five
target schools and will allow par
ticipants to successfully prepare for
and enter higher education.”
rT*->
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Expansion
continued from page 1

Although the newly annexed areas would
be eligible for city water and sewer services,
they can also choose to continue operating
on well and septic systems. Becoming a part
of the city would also give the new residents
the services of the city fire and police depart
ments.
However, with the services, home and
business owners would also be facing more
taxes and higher costs for property develop
ment.
“The annexation would allow us to con
trol our own destiny and provide a clear
boundary for the city,” said Kim Murry,
deputy director of long-term planning for

E-mail
continued from page I

“It’s not just e-mail,” Wu said.
Google’s educational technology
suite also includes the ability to
instant message contacts through the
e-mail interface itself and access your
inbox from mobile devices.
“ If everyone had a (Cimail)
account, it would be easy,” Wu said.
With only a year left on the con
tract with Coracle, ('al Foly is now
giving serious consideration to
switching systems when its time is up.
The Student ('ampus C'omputing
C'ommittee (SCX3C), a student-run
board that collects data and feedback
on campus computing systems, and
ITS have been brainstorming new
possibilities.
Tony Ciuntermann is a mechanical
engineering senior and head of the

sc:cc:.
“Our function is to be a liaison
between students and ITS,” he said.
“There’s been some problems with
Oracle. The reliability has been a
prtiblem in the past.”
The SeeX ' does a yearly survey
for C'al Foly students and the results
of the survey are then used to decide
on how to improve technology' services.This year, Ciuntermann said that
the committee discovered students
want to keep the “^calpoly.edu”
address suffix for their e-mail, but
would like to change interface sys
tems to something that is more reli
able.
Vice PmvostTim Kearns indicated
that ITS has ala\idy narmwed dtiwn
the choices for an e-niail system
switch.
“We had a very bad performance
for that one quarter (in 2<xfb). so
we’ve been looking at new e-ni.iil
systems ever since then.” he said.
Kearns s.nd that I FS has two or
tliR'e potential systems, but they’re
not ruling out Oracle just yet.
“We’re just trying to evaluate
(what) the best thing to do is because
it’s a pretty big move.” he said. “It
impacts the campus in a lot of w.iys to
switch e-mail systems. One of the
attractions of those systems is that
they can provide a lot of features that
it’s just hard to provide because we
don’t have a large enough staff.”
One of the major factors in
switching would be adding addition
al functionality to the e-mail system.
“I think everybody is disappoint
ed,” Kearns said. “This year the relia
bility has been pretty good, so that
concern has certainly gone down. 1
think a lot of people would like big
ger e-mail quotas and more fiinctionality in terms of collaboration tools
and things. Right now we h.ive one
more year left on our contract. We
might start our migration befoa* the
contract is over.”
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community development. “Benefits for the
annexation include allowing us to control
the type of growth out there; city and coun
ty standards, while similar, are not always the
same.”
The city plans on finalizing the application
and sending it to the Local Agency
Formation Commission by July and hopes to
have a response by the end of the year or
early 2008. If the commission chooses to
allow the expansion, the home and business
owners in the area to be annexed will have a
chance to protest. If there is significant oppo
sition, more than 25 percent of residents, it
could jeopardize the annexation.
Right now about 13 percent of property
owners in the area under review oppose the
project.
If the
Local
Agency
Formation

Kearns specified that if an e-mail
system switch occurs, it would be for
students only. (]al Foly faculty and
staff would remain on the same sys
tem they use currently. When asked if
two e-mail systems could coexist at
('al Foly, Wu didn’t think it was pos
sible.
“They could live side-by-side, but
having two systems... is just confus
ing,” Wu said.
“The issue is that a lot of students
are using other e-mails,” Kearns said.
“We make it pretty easy, other cam
puses don’t, but we make it pretty
easy to use Cioogle or Yahoo or what
ever e-mail system they want. Feople
at ('al Foly use a wide range of dif
ferent clients.”
One of the challenges facing ITS
with such a large system restructuring
would be making sure no data is lost.
Existing e-mails people keep in their
inbox would need to be moved and
made compatible with whatever
technology suite ('al Foly chooses to
use.
“What we try to do is always min
imize the difficulty,” Kearns said.
“Feople who have a lot of mail stored
on ... the current mail system ... need
to move it m the new system. That is
dirticult, generally.”
If ('al Foly ends up choosing
Google Apps or Education, the
school would not be the first. Kearns

D
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Commission approves the first phase of the
series, the City Council plans on repeating
the application process for a second phase in
the spring of 2008.
“The second phase will be a little bit more
homework than the first, and the third phase
involving the airport has more complications
as well,” Murry said.
The C'ity C'ouncil does not have an
expected completion date for the third
phase.
“ 1 think it took so long to get to this phase
because there has been so much push and
pull between and the city and the residents
over the years. When the city was ready to
make the move, the owners were not, and
then when the owners were ready, the city
was not. Right now is the ideal time to make
the change,” Murry said.

said Google is pushing hard to get
their technology suite spread around
the nation to combat Microsoft.
Last fall, Arizona State University
garnered a lot of publiciry after sign
ing on with Google for their student
e-mail system, giving each of the
65,000 ASU students a two-gigabyte
storage limit for their e-mail
accounts. The new system allowed
ASU e-mail addresses to keep the
“asu.edu” suffix, but also provided
them with Google’s calendar system
and instant messaging interface, called
(ioogle Talk.
While Arizona State’s system
switch to (ioogle has been a success
so far, Kearns said he’s not quite con
vinced of the survey Wu is pushing to
(ial Foly.
“For my mind, it’s not targeted
enough,” he said. “The questions
aren’t really targeted very well. If you
look at the responses, 85 percent of
them are from students that are using
(imail already, so the sample isn’t real
ly representative. It’s hard to really
conclude anything for ('al Foly in
terms of making a decision.”
Both Kearns and (iuntermann
emphasized that they are taking stu
dent feedback seriously. S(XXi meet
ings are open for students to attend,
and they are held every Tuesday in
the Gotchett Education building,
room 24.
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happening.
San Luis Obispo's premier, locally owned clothing store is expanding
into an exciting new location.The new Coverings will be twice as
big and twice as great, with newly realized departments in shoes,
accessories AN D menswear, plus an even larger selection of the
best denim anywhere. We are currently seeking energetic, motivated,
hard-working individuals to join our team, and offer competitive
wages, great benefits (like a generous employee discount), flexible
scheduling, and a fun, dynamic work environment. The nevy Coverings
is coming for Fall, so apply now to get in on the ground floor.
C o v e rin g s has positions available im m ediately (and for fall)
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State briefs
SA NGER (AP) — In thetarín labor leader C'esar
C'have? rallied tieldhands to
speak out against a guest work
er program that recruited mil
lions ot Me.xicans to pick crops
at low wages.
Today, tarmworker advocates
are reversing their long-stand
ing opposition to the idea and
embracing a Senate proposal
that would bring thousands of
laborers to the fields but otTer
no chance of putting down
roots in the U.S.
The United Farm Workers
say it IS their best shot at
improving working conditions
in fields nationwide, and espe
cially in California, where 92
percent of workers are foreignborn.
• • •
OAKDALE (AP) — A
dairy foreman was arrested for
allegedly stealing dozens of
cows over three years, sheriff's
tifficials said.
William C'antone, 61, of
Oakdale was taken into custody
May 24 and charged with
grand theft, said Koyjindar
Singh, a spokesman for the
Stanislaus C'ounty Sheriff's
1)epartment.
Investigators
believe
C.antone took two or three
cows per month from S and H
1)airv in Oakdale and sold
them in Escalón. They s,iy he
pocketed more than SI60,(1(10
for the sales.
Sheriff's officials were still
looking for c.ittle Friday and
had set up an anonymous tip
line with Ch'ime Stoppers at
^ 09) .S2I-46.s().

STATE =

Wayward whales may be back in the ocean
M arcus Wohlsen
ASSOCIAI I I) I'K tS S

Two lost whales seen just before
sunset nearing their ocean home
after a two-week sojourn through
inland waterw.iys may have slipped
back into the Pacific overnight.
Rescuers launched several boats
in an effort to find the mother
humpback and her calf Wednesday
morning but have not spotted the
whales, said Bernadette Fees,
deputy director of the C-alifornia
1)epartment of Fish and Game.
"If they have gone out and made
their way past the Golden Gate,
they h,ive done so quietly,” Fees
said.
The pair were last seen Tuesday
night less than 10 miles from the
Golden Gate after they passed
under another busy bridge and
entered San Francisco Bay.
The whales passed under the
Richmond-San Rafael Bridge on
Tuesday afternoon, the last bridge
along the pair's route before reach
ing the Golden Gate. If the hump
backs were able navigate south
around a Marin C'ounty peninsula
and a nearby island, few obstacles
were left on their route past
Alcatraz to the Pacific Ocean.
Rescuers planned to rely on
commercial vessels and C'oast
Guard patrols on regular duty to
spot the pair, which have been eas
ily sighted throughout their inland
journey, if they were still hiding in
the bay.
Authorities sent several boats
west of the Golden Gate to tr\ to
confirm the whales had returned to
the ocean, officials said.
"1 he assumption is it we have

not sighted the mother and calf by
late afternoon that they have made
their way out to the Pacific,” Fees
said.
The duo was first spotted May
13 and got as far as 90 miles inland
to the Port o f Sacramento before
turning around.

Biologists originally had planned
to attach a satellite tracking tag to
the mother humpback, but gusty
winds and malfunctioning equip
ment stymied that effort.
Despite the apparently anticlimactic end to the humpbacks’ saga,
which has attracted thousands to
Northern C'alifornia waterfronts,
biologists said the chance to close
ly observe the pair for so long was
invaluable for science.
“While they may have gone on
their way, we still have the benefit
of all the information we haven't
had access to before,” Fees said. “ If
we learned anything about these
two. it is that they will do what
they do when they want to do it.”
Ariadne Green, .37, olVallejo, was
one of many who came to catch
what may have been a final glimpse
of the pair Tuesday after traveling
last week to Rio Vista, where the
whales circled for a week before
heading ocean-ward. She described
the humpbacks’ inland visit as a
“profound spiritual experience”
but was equally grateful for their
departure.
“They need to go home now
because their health is in jeopardy,”
Green said. “ It’s good to know
they're on their way back.”
Biologists said the saltier water
where the mother huiupback
whale and her calf had been nwiiiiniimi since leaving Rio Vista

h e 1p e d
reverse some
of the health
p r o b 1e m s
caused
by
long expo
sure to fresh
water.
Lesions
that
had
formed on
the hum p
backs’ skin
over
the
weekend
appeared to
be slough
ing off. Fees
s a i d .
Sci ent i st s
also report
ed that a
coating o f
algae
that
was clinging
to
the
mother far
ther upriver
had fallen
away.
R ecent
p h o
tographs
showed that
serious
JEFF CHIli A.ss(x;iATTI) l>Rl--ss
wounds suf
fered
by Two wayward whales last spotted near the Golden Gate
both whales Bridge may have slipped back into the Pacific Ocean after a
also
had two-week sojourn that took them 90 miles inland up the
appeared to Sacramento River, scientists said Wednesday.
begin heal
Saturday to try to slow the dam
ing, said Rod
M clnnis, a age from the gashe^, likely from a
spokesman for the National boat's keel.
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
A convoy of boats had been
.Administration. Antibiotics were escorting the pair to protect them
injected into the whales on from heavy ship traffic in the bay.
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T h o m p so n m oving ahead w ith likely candidacy
Liz Sidoti
ASSCK IATFI) I'RhSS

WASHINC'.TON
—
Kcpublican Fred I hoinpson, a
former Tennessee senator and
“Law A Order” actor, is
methodically moving ahead
with a likely presidential bid,
several otficials with knowledge
of the plans said Wednesday.
An all-but-declared candi
date for months,Thompson will
establish an otficial organization
in the coming days to weigh a
White House bid while launch
ing a major fundraising drive
ne.xt week. The 64-year-old
Southerner would bring an
overwhelmingly conservative
record with a few digressions
from G O i' orthodoxy to a
crowded Republican field.
Thompson, best known as
the grutf district attorney on
NBC’s drama “Law ¿k Order”
and a character actor in scores
of movies, also would add star
power to the presidential race.
The current field headed by
ILudy Cnuliani, John McC'ain
and Mitt Romney h.is left some
CiOl^ voters clamoring for
someone else, and recent polls
show Thompson faring well

despite his not-yet-announced
status.
Thompson may visit early
primary states in late June and
could ort'icially enter the race as
early as the first week in July,
according to the otficials who
spoke on the condition of
anonymity because the plans
were not public.
Thompson’s candidacy could
hurt Romney, who is trying to
position himself to the right of
the major candidates, or pull
support
from
McC'ain.
Thompson and McCain have
had similar records in the
Senate, and Thompson could be
seen as a fresher face. He was
one of a handful of senators
who backed McCain in 2000
over (ieorge W. Bush.
Giuliani could be hindered as
well if Thompson grabs the
attention of Republicans who
are looking for a candidate to
beat Democrats in the tall but
are uneasy with the former
New York City mayor’s support
for gay and abortion rights.
('ampaigning in ('alifornia,
Giuliani said he would wel
come Thompson’s entry into
the race, but argued that he was
the stronger candidate based on

You deserve
a break.

his record as mayor in cutting
taxes and combatting terrorism
as well as his ability to win a
general election.
Ticking otf states that went
Democratic in 2004, such as
California and New York,
(iiuliani said, “Those are all
states Republicans gave away in
the past and the Democrats
took for granted. ... It doesn’t
mean I’ll win all of them, but if
I win my fiir share of them,
then I’ll get elected.”
In moving to set up a politi
cal organization at the start of
June, Thompson could signifi
cantly dampen the fundraising
ability
of his
potential
Republican rivals during the
homestretch of the second
quarter financial reporting peri
od.
“Thompson’s timing squash
es the other candidates’ ability
to finish out a strong quarter,”
said Scott Reed, a Republican
strategist who is unaligned in
the race. “It’s going to cause
everybody to have second
thoughts about writing a
check.”
A summertime announce
ment has been widely expected
and numerous signs have point

Ld A LA M O

ed to a Thompson candidacy,
including his disclosure in April
that he had been diagnosed
with non-Hodgkin’s lym
phoma, a form of cancer, but is
in remission.
“Senator Thompson is still
seriously considering getting
into the presidential contest and
he is doing everything he has to
do to make that final decision,”
said Mark C'orallo, a Thompson
spokesman. “Stay tuned.”
Thompson served in the
Senate from 1994 to 2002, cap
turing the seat held by Al Gore
in a special election. During his
tenure,Thonipson voted to oust
Bresident Glinton from otfice,
but also was one of lO
Republican senators who voted
against one of the two
impeachment charges.
He supported campaign
finance reform, oil drilling in
the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, elimination of funds
for the National Endowment
for the Arts and a constitutional
amendment to ban flag desecra
tion. He also favored a ban on a
late-term abortion procedure
and voted against requiring
criminal background checks for
purchases at gun shows.

S E LF-STO R A G E

More Space For Your Home Or
Business Without Moving

Office Hours Mon-Sat 9am-5pm
Access Hours Mon-Sat 7ain-7pin Sun 9am-5pin

We’v0 got plenty to distract you
from those textbooks.

PH O E N IX (AP) — State utility regulators on
Wednesday expressed skepticism about a utility’s
plan to build a S.SSl million power transmission line
to carry electricity generated at plants in Arizona to
customers in C'alifornia.
“I don’t want to be an energy farm for C'alifornia
— that’s my bottom line,” Arizona C'orporation
C'oiiimission member Bill Mundell said, questioning
whether C'alifornia has done enough to meet the
energy needs of itself and the region.
While Mundell voiced strong reservations, two of
the Arizona commission’s four other members for
mally proposed denial of the application by
Southern C'alifornia Edison, a utility that serves
most of southern C'alifornia.

•••

W ASHINGTON (AP) — The government is
investigating how the globe-trotting tuberculosis
patient drove into the country after his name was
put on a watch list — and given to U.S. border
guards.
The episode showed a major gap in the nation’s
system to keep the direst of diseases from crossing
borders. That the Atlanta man and his wife were
cleared by border agents who had been told to stop
them is one in a series of missed opportunities to
catch a patient seemingly determined to elude
health otTicials.
Worried infection specialists say it shows how
vulnerable the nation is, because of outdated quar
antine laws and the speed of international travel, to
killer germs carried by tourists. What if, they ask, the
now-quarantined man had carried not hard-tospread tuberculosis but something very contagious
like the next super-tlu?
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A Single Story Drive Up Units Help You Access Your Unit Quickly
A Access Control Gate For Your Ease Of Entry & Protection
A All Sizes To Fit Your Needs
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A Lighted, Fenced and Paved
AYour Own Lock And Key For Your Convenience
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U .N . approves tribunal to prosecute suspects
in killing o f former Lebanese premier Hariri
Edith M. Lederer
A S S O C I A I t l l l>U.I.SS

UNITED NATIONS — The
U.N. Security C^ouncil voted
Wednesday to unilaterally establish
an international tribunal to prose
cute suspects in the assassination of
Lebanon’s former Prime Minister
Kafik Hariri but major powers
Russia and Cdiina abstained. In
Lebanon, Hariri supporters cheered
and danced in the street to celebrate
the decision.
The vote on the resolution was
10-0 with five abstentions _ Russia,
Cdiina, South Africa, Indonesia and
Qatar. Nine votes were needed for
passage. The five countries that
abstained objected to establishing
the tribunal without approval of
Lebanon’s parliament and to a provi
sion which would allow the resolu
tion to be militarily enforced.
Holding back tears, Hariri’s son
Saad Hariri said the resolution was a
turning point m Lebanon that
would protect the country from fur
ther assassinations. He called it a
“victory the world has given to
oppressed Lebanon and a victory for

an oppressed Lebanon in the world,’’
speaking in a televised speech in
Lebanon
“Enough divisions... Let’s put our
energies together for the sake of the
nation,” he urged.
A massive suicide truck bomb in
Beirut killed Hariri and 22 others in
February 2005. The first U.N. chief
investigator, Germany’s Detlev
Mehlis, said the complexity of the
assassination suggested Syrian and
Lebanese intelligence services played
a role. Four Lebanese generals, top
pro-Syrian security chiefs, have been
under arrest for 20 months, accused
of involvement.
The issue of the tribunal has
sharply polarized Lebanon. It is at
the core of a deep political crisis
between the Western-backed gov
ernment and the Syrian-backed
opposition led by Hezbollah. The
crisis has taken on an increasingly
sectarian tone and has erupted into
street battles in recent months,
killing 11 people.
Current Lebanese Prime Minister
Fuad Saniora asked the Security
Council earlier this month to estab
lish the tribunal. He cited the refusal

CompUmenUry Continental dreakfast
In-Room Coffee
Fooland Spa
Afternoon Tea, Coffee & Cookies
15 Minutes to Seaches, Wineries & Golf
Close ^
Cdl roly

(¿00)545-2777
2074UonureyStmt•SiaLjMOUtfe

of opposition-aligned Parliament
Speaker Nabih Berri to convene a
session to ratify the statutes to create
the tribunal, which have already
been approved by his government
and the United Nations.
The resolution gives the Lebanese
parliament a last chance to establish
the tribunal itself.
If it doesn’t act by June 10, the
U.N.-Lebanon agreement will auto
matically “enter into force,” creating
a tribunal outside Lebanon with a
majority of international judges and
an international prosecutor.
The tribunal will be established
under Chapter 7 of the U.N.
Charter, which deals with threats to
international peace and can be mili
tarily enforced.
The Russians, Chinese, South
Africans, Indonesians and Qataris all
objected to putting the resolution
under Chapter 7, saying it is unnec
essary because all Security Council
resolutions are legally binding.
The U.S., Britain and France, the
main sponsors of the resolution, dis
agreed and insisted Chapter 7 must
be included.
Russia’s U.N. Ambassador Vitaly
Churkin said the resolution “essen
tially is an encroachment upon the
sovereignty of Lebanon.” He said
Moscow supports bringing the per
petrators to justice. But “given the
deep rift in Lebanese society ... that
should not lead to negative conse
quences.”
C hurki^ also objected to the
council putting the agreement “in
force,” saying “this is something that
parliaments do, and never before has
the Security Council ratified agree
ments on behalf of a parliament of a
foreign country.’’
Chinese U.N. Ambassador Wang
Guangya warned that only a tribunal
supported by all Lebanese factions
can be effective.

The council’s move “will give rise
to a series of political and legal prob
lems, likely to add to the uncertain
ties embedded in the already turbu
lent political and security and situa
tion in Lebanon,” Wiing said. It “will
create a precedent of the Security
C'ouncil interfering m the domestic
affiirs and legislative independence
of the sovereign state.”
In Lebanon, joyful supporters of
the slain former leader erupted in
cheers, wept and even danced in the
streets when they got word of the
U.N. approval. About 200 people
holding flags cheered as some cried
near H ariri’s downtown Beirut
grave. A giant screen broadcast the
Security C'ouncil vote live from
New York. Dozens of people prayed
before the vote was taken.
Fireworks lit the night sky in
Tarik jadideh, a Sunni Muslim
neighborhood where support for
Hariri runs high, as groups of people
danced the dabkeh, the traditional
foot-stomping Lebanese folk dance.
Some shouted slogans criticizing
Syrian President Bashar Assad and
his close ally, Lebanese President
Emile Lahoud.
Hariri’s assassination sparked huge
demonstrations against Syria, which
was widely seen as culpable. Syria
denied involvement but was forced
to withdraw its troops from
Lebanon, ending its 29-year domi
nation of it smaller neighbor.
Syria’s U.N. Ambassador Bashar
Ja’afari criticized the resolution.
“Definitely this is something that
goes against the interests of the
Lebanese people and Lebanon as a
whole,” he told reporters after the
vote.
The
Lebanese
government
appeared fearful that celebrations
could turn to violence between pro
government and opposition factions.
see U.N., page 12

International
briefs
W ARRI, N igeria (AP) —
Four American oil workers
abducted three weeks ago in
Nigeria’s restive oil region were
released Wednesday.
As journalists looked on, a
judge who mediated in the
matter escorted the four men to
the governor’s office in south
ern Rieers State and turned
them over to authorities. U.S.
Embassy
officials
weren’t
immediately available for com
ment.
The m en’s identities were not
released. Chevron Corp. report
ed May 9 only that the men had
been seized when their work
boat was stopped by gunmen
armed with assault rifles and
rocket-propelled grenades.

•••

KABUL, A fghanistan (AP)
— Five U.S. soldiers were killed
when their Chinook helicopter
was apparently shot down in
southern
Afghanistan
on
Wednesday, a U.S. military offi
cial said. The Taliban claimed
responsibility.
Initial reports suggested the
helicopter was hit with a rock
et-propelled grenade, said the
U.S. military official, who
requested anonymity because
details of the crash had not yet
been released. It wasn’t clear if
there were any survivors, the
official said.
A
purported
Taliban
spokesman,
Qari
Yousef
Ahmadi, claimed in a phone call
to The Associated Press that
militants had shot the heli
copter down in the volatile
province o f Helmand, the
world’s largest poppy-gro,wing
region and the scene o f heavy
fighting in recent months. That
claim could not be immediately
verified.
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A life less œmplicated is a life without cell phones
s the twilight
of my youth
p ' . 'Í
1
.quickly vanish
a
.*
es into the painted land
f
ji. ' '
i'iM
scape of trivial human
<m Ê L .
experience, 1 fondly
wh
•.A
memorialize these “col
lege years” and shed the
M t
naïve resolve of my for
mer self to embrace
modernity unmatched.
(îone are old models
of social propulsion and
cultural evolution where
intimacy, long walks with
lovers, and deep conver
sations with friends are
regarded as benchmarks
of happiness and individ
ual success. Today we
have gadgets. O r more
specifically, today we have
the cell phone.
Life was a very difFerAlle Bezdikian is a jotmudism
ent proposition before the
senior unth a minor in rdigm s
existence o f cell phones.
Before cell phones, there
studies. Her columny Pop Tart,
was human interaction.
discusses and dishes on
Before text messaging,
there was actual conversa
everything pop culture.
tion. Before iPods, we had
tapes. Before DVDs, we
had VHS. But most
importantly and probably most my cell phone.
I know this after experiencing a
pressingly, before cell phones we all
sequence
o f very unfortunate
had souls.
As a certain genius friend of events whereby I was forced to
mine so astutely pointed out one trudge through life without a cell
cozy afternoon over some drinks, phone in hand.
1 will briefly tell my very sad tale
“life without a cell phone is like
living without electricity, indoor of life post cell capabilities: it all
plumbing, or a microwave ... it’s started two weeks ago when my
dear father cut me out of our fam
just way more complicated.”
Standing on this ledge of ily shared plan.
Apparently, Verizon Wireless
impending technological devasta
tion, 1 now know that the future decided to inform my authoritariwill 'b e a wasteland of forgotten an father that his precious daughter
potential, or at least for me it will as
^^e phone bill into the
I’ve come to understand something
about myself: I cannot live without
^ o w I know what you’re think-

a

:

ing — “Damn Alle, that sucks, now
you have to pay your own cell
phone bill.” To which I scoff, yeah
right, you obviously don’t know
me. I will wait it out.
In the weeks following the pre
mature death of my cell phone, I
experienced a kind of pain and
agony unmatched by any other
experience to date.
Actually, I’m quite melodramat
ic. It is true, however, that the peo
ple who know' me best will vouch
for my depression.
On a very serious note, 1 did
learn a moral lesson as I did have an
epiphany of sorts. Although 1 never
imagined an existence without the
capability of calling whomever,
whenever, 1 survived this ordeal.
Not only was not having a cell
phone a kind of unplanned clois
tering, but in many ways it was an
experience that forced me to
appreciate the lesser-used, archaic
forms of communication that
seemed to have been abandoned
for
far
more
technological
appetites. For example, the hugely
debatable landline or instant mes
saging concepts.
For me, no longer was small chat
at the ready and on the go, no
longer could I send that two-sen
tence text message whenever 1 had
the urge, but I was compelled to

have lengthy and meaningful con
versations with those people whose
phone numbers I amazingly man
aged to memorize.
So ultimately, this is a survivor’s
tale. I thought not having a cell
phone would very well be the end
of me. But it wasn’t.
Although it pains me to say it.

MUSTANG DAll Y

not having a cell phone was quite
refreshing. 1 had quiet time to
reflect on more pressing issues of
politics, economics, religion, gen
der, and society. If not having a cell
phone means more people start to
think and reflect on the world we
live in, 1 say chuck it — cell phones
make life complicated.

In the w eeks follow ing the prem ature death o f m y cell
phone, I experienced a kind o f pain and agony
unm atched by any other experience to date. Actually, I’m
quite m elodram atic. It is true, however, that the people
w ho know m e best will vouch for m y depression.
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Open Forum
Friday, June

at 11:00, Philips Hall at the PAC

The Cal Poly Housing Corporation is hosting an Open Forum for all Cal Poly faculty and staff
interested in learning more about the Bella Montaña condominiums. The forum will include
information about the project’s features, benefits, ground sublease terms, special financing, and a
question-and-answer session.

ASI Student Gouernment

Open House

Executive Cabinet

Saturday, June 2nd from 10:00 to 1:00
In addition to the model home being open, this will be the first opportunity to tour the new Boor
plans being released in Phase 2. Our new 2-bedroom / 2 'A bath homes have balconies with
beautiful views of the surrounding mountains. Our new 3-bedroom / 3 bath homes have private
patios and fully-fenced backyards.
For more information about Bella Montaña, please visit www.BdlaMontanallomes.coin or call
756-1131.
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Move over Dieamgiris: Hairspray is in town
National touring company shimmies, shakes and does Broadway proud
Daniel Seguin
M U S fA N C D A IIY

Ik'yonce, Jennitor
Hudson and the rest ot
the “1)reaingirls” cast
can step aside. Tracy Turnblad and
company are in town.
A touring company will pertbrm
the Tony Award-winning musical
“Hairspray” today at S p.m. in its last
of a three-night stint at the
IVrtbrming Arts Center.
The play brings the audience back
to 1962 Baltimore, as Tracy, Link,
Seaweed and all the other cool kids
sock-hop their way through a musical
montage extravaganza made for the
era and learn some life lessons along
the way.
Tracy Turnblad,
(Brooklynn
Pulver), starts the show off with a
rousing number titled “Ciood
Morning Baltimore,” that catches the
audiences attention immediately, and
sets the tone for the rest of the highenergy dance numbers packed into
the two-and-a half hour songtest.
Tracy is a big girl with a big heart
who has even BlGCiER hair. She has
her heart set on becoming a dancer
on “The Cairny Collins Show',” the
most popular teen ciince program on
television. However, her family and
her friends run into pmblems, reflec
tive of the time period, along the way.
The problems that surface revolve
amund civil rights issues, racial equal
ity, segregation and racism. At the
same time, there is flood of compas
sion and caring, which both seem to
overshadow the horrible sentiments
that tnivel throughout the play.
Bulver said that this is the impor
tant theme that needs to recognized.
“Its a ver\- timeless storv line that

t;OURTE.SY 1‘HOTOS

The Broadway stage rendition of Hairspray, performed by a national
touring company, is playing the final of three shows tonight at the
Performing Arts Center at 8 p.m.
really breaks down to acceptance,” she
said.
Iracy tries out for the show,
accompanied by her best friend
Benny Bingleton, (played to a tee by
Alyssa Malgeri), but encounters prej
udice because of her weight. But does
she let that stop her? No, because this
girl can dance, dance, dance.
Tracy also encounters discrimina
tion. The shows producer,Velma Von
Tussle, (Happy McBartlin), wants to

keep the show to an all-yvhite
dynamic by refusing to let any blacks
become tiincers.
Tracy is angered and vows to right
the wrong and integrate the show.
Finding a silver lining among the
dark clouds, Tracy sees and immedi
ately falls head-over-heels for
wannabe Elvis-in-training Link
Larkin (C'onstantine Rousouli).While
he at first puts on his bravado and
makes fun ofTracy. However, he soon

realizes that he likes her as much as
she likes him.
There is just one thing standing in
their path. Link’s steady girlfriend.
Amber Von Tussle (Bearl Thomas)
whose goal is to win the all-impor
tant dance contest.
This immediately puts Tracy and
Amber at odds, competing for the not
only the title but also the same man.
Amber’s mother, Velma Von Tussle
finds a way to stop all the impending
action. She calls in the cops and has
everyone arrested. Tracy cannot com
pete against Amber and the show is
not integrated.
Several characters are wonderful
standouts throughout the entire pro
duction.
Benny Bingleton is the little girl
with the big voice. She belts out tunes
like they were nobody’s business.
Ryan Cordero, a theater senior
who saw the performance Tuesday,
said if he had to pick a favorite char
acter, it would be Malgeri’s.
“I’m partial to Benny. I think she
was awesome,” Cordero said. “Her
character, voice and singing were
incredible ... She has got a powerful
voice and she seemed like she was
having a great time up there.”
Other incredible performers
included Edna Turnblad (jerry
O ’Boyle) who did a fantistic vaudeville-esque-type number with hus
band Wilbur Turnblad, (Dan Ferretti).
By the end of the number, the audi
ence was eating it up. Edna even start
ed to lose it to a bout of barely con
tained laughter and the crowd went
wild with adoring applause.
O ’Boyle spoke fondly of the
moment.
“We trv' to do something like that
in every performance,” O ’Boyle said.

“It’s not hard to laugh at that point in
the show.”
Theater senior Lester Wilson, who
also saw the play Tuesday night, said
he found the Edna/Wilbur dance
number very entertaining.
“There was great comical timing,
especially in the scene between Edna
and Wilbur,” Wilson said. “That was
just really amazing.”
Cordero said his impression of the
show was one of absolute success.
“The energy, the singing, the danc
ing, you’ve got to give it your all
when you’re up there and that’s what
they did,” he said.
O f course, everything has a nice
tidy ending.That was refreshing to see
considering the underlying perverse
elements.
Tracy and Link are happy. Velma
gets her just desserts. The show
becomes integrated. It all works out
for the best.
In the final dance number, Tracy
faces the audience at the end and
brings the musical to a local level. She
looks at the crowd and yells: “OK,
Mustiuigs, let’s dance!”
Bulver said the show is sure to be a
crowd-pleaser for everyone.
“It is definitely a show for all ages;
a good show to bring the whole fam
ily to,” she said. “Kids enjoy it because
it is so bright and colorful while older
people enjoy the adult humor.”
From here, Bulver said the tour w'ill
travel overseas for the first time ever.
“We will be heading for Japan after
we are finished with this leg of the
tour,” Bulver said. “We are very excit
ed because it will be the first time the
show’ plays there.”
Let’s hope that this is one traveling
musical that will never go out of style.
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y^igustana is here and
it s not even sum m er yet
Emily Rancer
MUSTANC; DAILY

Augustana is iraking a cross
country stop at Cal Poly for a free
concert on Mott Lawn today at 11
a.m., sponsored by Associated
Students Inc. This is the universi
ty’s first large-scale outdoor con
cert in more than 10 years.
Augustana has recently taken
over the radio waves with its hit
song “Boston,” which is off of the
“All the Stars and Boulevards”
album.
Earlier this year, ASI Events
polled students to find out which
band they’d most like to see at Cal
Poly. With its rising popularity, rock
group Augustana was the favorite.
“They’ve become so popular so
fast,” said ASI Events student man
ager Grant Zanini, an agribusiness
senior. “Since it was studentpicked, we wanted to get them. It
did take a few months of lining up
to do it since their schedule filled
up so fast.”
The band flew in from its last
concert in South Carolina to per
form at the closed, 90-minute
concert for Cal Poly students.
They will head back across the

cxiuRTESYmeno
Augustana will fly in from the East Coast to play a (itee closed
concert for Cal Poly students on Mott Lawn today at 11 a.m.
country by Saturday to perform in
Georgia.
ASI tries to host a “big bang”
event at the end of every year as a
way to thank students for their
support, along with showing them
a good time.
“It’s just kind of a fun thing
where students can get away and
see something they want to see,”
Zanini said.
The band formed in San Diego

in 2003 and all five members span
between the ages o f 20 and 23,
according to their official Web site.
Augustana has toured with
numerous bands, including The
Fray, Snow Patrol, Switchfoot,
Goo Goo Dolls, The Damnwells
and Counting Crows. The band
will continue on its national tour
through the end of August; how
ever, today’s concert is the its only
scheduled stop in California.
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Appeals court allows Orson
Welles daughters lawsuit
entitled to an niunint of money
he declined to disclose.
“ It’s all over but the counting
of the money,” Brown said.
David Qumto, a lawyer for
Turner Entertainment, disagreed
and said there were still several
issues left to be resolved.
“ It’s disappointing in some
respects,” Quinto said of the rul
ing. “But Mr. Brown is leaping to
the conclusion that if there were a
trial, Beatrice Welles would pre
vail. We disagree.”
“Chtizen Kane” was released in
1941 and flopped at the box
ofl'ice. But it has generated hun
dreds of thousands of dollars m
revenue since, through video and
DVD sales.
Beatrice Welles, .SI, is Orson
Welles’ child with his third wife,
actress Paola Mori. He also has a
daughter from his marriage to
actress Rita Hayworth, and a son
with his first wife, Virginia
Nicholson.
Brown described his client as
an “animal rescue worker” and
said she lived somewhere in the
southwestern United States.

Paul Elias
A SSO C IA IM ) I'kl-.SS

SAN FRANCISCO — A fed
eral appeals court breathed new
life Wednesday into a lawsuit filed
by (')rson Welles’ daughter against
a Hollywood studio over profits
from the video release of her
father’s
masterpiece
movie
“Citizen Kane.”
Beatrice Welles, 5 1, sued Turner
Entertainment C'.o. in 2003 alleg
ing that a 1944 agreement discov
ered by an archivist promised the
famous actor and screenwriter 20
percent of future royalties from
sales of the movie. The studio
argued that the agreement didn’t
include revenues from video and
DVD rentals and sales, which
weren’t foreseen at the time.
A lower court had thrown out
the case shortly after the two sides
reached a confidential settlement,
the terms of which depended on
the outcome of the 9th U.S.
Circuit Cmurt of Appeals ruling,
according to Beatrice Welles’
attorney Steven Ames Brown.
Brown said Wednesday’s ruling
that reinstated the lawsuit will
benefit his client because she’s
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DATING COLUMN

O ur rdadonship with idadon sh ips
’ve been in a relationship and-roses indefinitely. 1 couldn’t
with relationships for quite learn everything 1 needed to know
from psychology books, lifestyle
some time now.
It’s been such a long time that 1 magazines, or romances.
I had to be proven wrong: my
can hardly remember how it start
ed. All I recall is that suddenly, this relationship with relationships
multifaceted, dynamic subject cap couldn’t be a perfect one. It wasn’t
tured my attention and fascination. the same as it used to be, but
Soon I couldn’t think about maybe it was better — not because
anything else. Every thought or it had changed, but because I had
feeling 1 had somehow led me changed my perspective.
So I’ve been on both sides of the
back to 1.; There was always some
connection to be made in every battle; I’ve been a hopeful romantic
movie I watched, every book 1 at times, and a hopeless cynic at
other times. Today, my relationship
read, every song 1 heard.
So I sought it out. I read about with relationships isn’t as volatile as
It, wrote stories about it, wanted to a love-hate one.
For the purposes of this column. either actively or passively or both,
talk about it ceaselessly with
friends who were kind enough to I’ve had to find a neutral spot for someone, more than a friend,
humor me, most of the time. 1 somewhere in between — if 1 was with whom to share all the good,
too starry-eyed and romantic, or bad and ugly of romantic relation
couldn’t get enough of it.
It was all proverbial wine-and- too cynical and glum, gentle read ships.
We have time to work, to stress,
roses at the beginning. 1 was ers would have put the paper down
and
to reap the tangible rewards of
obsessed. 1 was constantly looking (with good reason!).
But I’d say, after the ups and tangible triumphs. Where does that
to learn more, to figure it out; and
there was always more to be dis downs, after having years and years leave time for relationships? It
would seem that love isn’t
covered. The informa
a priority anymore; rela
tion and the knowledge
_ _
tionships are supposed to
seemed endless.
just fall into place on the
But as the years
...W ith all the rom an tic
side, and stay there.
passed, 1 grew up, and
id eals in the m o v ies an d
Disney told us to hold
realities began to sink in.
out for “the One’’ and
I strove to teach
the
p
sy
ch
o-b
ab
b
le
from
“ h a p p ily -e v e r-a fte r.”
myself as much as possi
Then social influences
ble, so that I could
m
y
b
o
o
k
s,
w
h
at
w
as
I
told us it was all makeemploy all my knowl
believe.
edge to have the best
d o in g w ron g?
Today, media influrelationship possible. But
ences
sensationalize
what I learneddidn’t
— —
unhealthy relationships,
always work the way
to think about it and lots of On the surface, shows like Dr. Phil
they were supposed to.
I felt angry, betrayed, mocked: columns through which to sort it and books with titles like “Stupid
with all the romantic ideals in the out. I’m declaring my allegiance to Things Couples Do To Mess Up
Their Relationships” aim to help
movies and the psycho-babble the side of optimism.
Our
world
is
a
jaded
one,
and
people improve their relationships,
from my books, what was I doing
Instead, they give us ever more
wrong? Why was it all failing me? very often it’s a hostile place for
reasons to diagnose every relationI was a little upset with relation relationships.
As college students, every time ship, to pathologize and predict
ships for a while. My hopes clashed,
I decided cynicism would be a bet slot on the calendar is booked what will go wrong next with the
ter outfit for me. After all, relation weeks in advance. We have obliga- relationships in our own lives and
ships had me going there for a long tions to academia, to work, to in others’.
We know a successful relation
time, and then, to teach me a les internships; to success. Somewhere
son, it pulled the rug out from in there we have to fit in time to ship isn’t problem-free; but the
spend with friends, family, and our minute a problem springs up, we
under me.
anticipate the worst, and start placBut time really is the best healer, selves.
On top of all that (or at the bot- ing bets on its ineviuble demise,
and slowly I came around again. I
We’ve forgotten two important
realized that it couldn’t be wine- tom of it), most of us are looking,

I

facts:
One, no relationship is perfect;
and two, there are still good rela
tionships out there!
Sometimes it seems like good
relationships are an endangered
species; by some sociological
accounts, that may be true. There
must be a reason why all we ever
see highlighted are “bad” relation
ships.
But good relationships haven’t
entered the realm of mythic crea
tures (yet)!
They’re out there, if you look
for them. They’ve gotten through
the “problems” and made it out
without dissipating into mythical
status. They’ve made it past the
lovey-dovey stage and into the
reality stage, where wine-and-roses
are no longer the cure-all.
They’re closer than you think.
They’re among your friends,
acquaintances, family, fellow stu
dents, co-workers, professors, and
mentors. Instead of honing in on
“problems,” maybe it’s time to take
a look at what really works.
Real-life examples are a primary
foundation o f learning. These reallife good relationships can be an
endless source of inspiration and
motivation to improve our rela
tionships — and our relationship
with relationships.
Sarah Carbonel is art English and
psycholgoy junior and Mustang Daily
dating columnist.
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Not only is my
face bruised, but
my e go is too...
Well here is some

ICE,
MAN!

"PMS scares the shit out of me."
JAMLS GLEN MUSTANG DAILY
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W hat’s with the need for speed?
W
hile crossing a sidewalk on North
Perimeter Koad last week, I
remember noticing a young
woman who was heading my way. She wasn’t
particularly attractive, and she had a distorted
expression that made it look like half of her lip
was pressed up against a pane of glass; but for
some reason, I couldn’t take my eyes off her.
Then it hit me — well, almost — she was about
to f—king run me over with her car.
If I had jumped in her way, then fine, I would
have deserved whatever happened. But I was
walking on a crosswalk that she had fully
stopped at. And unfortunately, a motorist zoom
ing by a pedestrian at a crosswalk on campus is
something that 1 have seen quite a bit. This is a
disturbing and potentially dangerous trend that
can’t be justified and needs to end.
In 2004, more than 700 pedestrians were
killed in C'alifornia, according to the California
Department of Health Services Web site. O f
course. I’ve never actually seen this happen on
campus, but would it be smart to wait until a
student is getting peeled off a windshield before
considering it an issue?
So with this pretty impressive death count,
where are people headed in such a hurry that
would justify the sacrifice? Since I often see this
on campus, I assumed class. But is getting to
class on time really worth it? Students generally
don’t seem tci care if someone walks in late. I
can’t say that someone walking to his or her seat

O

I suppose a person can be in a rush during
an emergency. I can definitely see myself
charging past someone waiting to cross the
street if I was suffering from a gunshot wound,
my wife was in the backseat giving birth to
triplets, and Lo Pan from “Big Trouble in Little
Cdiina” was chasing us. But (somewhat cool)
emergencies like this don’t happen every day,
so It really is not a good excuse.
So if there are no good excuses, then why is
this behavior fairly common? It may just be
this generation. Maybe shows like “Jackass”
made it cool to be an aggressive asshole, and as
a result, stopping to let someone cross the
street isn’t extreme enough. Maybe it’s tech
nology. It may be possible to get so caught up
m a conversation while on a cell phone that
BARRIE MAGUIRE NKWSARI the road and the lives crossing it aren’t a prior
ity. Whatever the reasoning is, it just needs to
during a lecture has ever totally blown my
end.
focus. Being late may piss off teachers, but it’s
So what can be done? Well, when there is
nothing a quick apology after class won’t take
someone waiting at a crosswalk, stop. It doesn’t
care of.
There is also the possibility of rushing to take long, and it kind of feels good to help
work. But honestly, work sucks. Students gener someone out, even if it is just in a small way. And
ally don’t have their dream jobs at this point in besides, there is always that chance that while
life, so why would it be worth mowing some stopped, I will bump into a girl that I just can’t
one over at a crosswalk for a crappy, minimum- take my eyes off of — but hopefully m a good
wage job bagging groceries? Yeah, bills always way this time.
need to get paid, but getting another shitty job
Atiji^el Pacheco is a philosophy senior, Miistanc’
is never that difficult. And even if it is a good
job, it’s not worth risking the lives of others for. Daily staff writer and copy editor.
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Also Zach Austin, the leftist
columnist had an amazing article
about how the 1)emocrats
T O T H E E D I T O R (although-sttxingly oppose to
Bush’s Iraq war) honor the mem
ory of our fallen soldiers (whom
often go into battle even though
he/she is just “against” the war
America’s loss o f honor
like the 1)emocrats back home).
Dude No. 1: Hey did you see
The editors of the newspaper also
all the ga*at articles in the
ran heartfelt articles abtiut the
Mustang I )aily the past few ciiys?
national tributes held in Cdiicago.
1)ude No. 2: No. what wea
I ).C. and other ni.yor cities.
thcT about?
I )ude No. 2: Hey man, I think
Dude No. I: Well. Memori.ll
you may have read the wning
I )ay was Mond.i\- and there were
newspaper. Them wasn’t a single
some great articles reflecting the
article mentioning the nation.il
meniors- and honor of our fallen
holid.iy. I mean, we got the d.iy oft
hea>es.
schiHil
and evervbody probably
I )ude No. 2: Really?
Dude No. 1: Yeah, that conserv went to the beach, skydiving,
and/or shopping and never
ative Brian Eller guy stopped
thought twice about why they
whining about the fall of the
h.ive the ability to do those things.
CiOB and gave thanks to the
Dude No. 1: Wow, must h.ive
troops that he so often supports
been
a dream?
(in writing). He told stories of
I )ude No. 2:Yeah, guess so ...
how he went to the American
Ryan
M orton
Legion and helped fold the flag
Computer eni;ineerin^ Junior
while trumpets played taps in
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Poly should leap into 21st
century w ith Intem et2
hen it comes to
change, C'al I'oly can
be slow. When it
comes to utilizing ridiculously fast
networks that enhance learning
through collaboration. Cal Poly is
really slow.
The response to C].il Poly joining
the Internet2 consortium has been,
as computer science professor Franz
Kurfess said, “moderate.” When the
university is spending $30,000 per
year to be an Internet2 member,
you would think we’d be using it
more than moderately.
Imagine if you were taking a
chemistry class and you could use
remote instruments like micro
scopes at other campuses that (Lil
Poly might not have. If you were a
music major, wouldn’t it be great to
have a master class with a renowned
musician that can’t make it out to
San Luis Obispo? If you were m a
debate class, wouldn’t it be cool to
debate with another school in real
time?
More than 20(t universities are
part of the lnternet2 consortium,
meaning that there are over 2<tn
schools that we could be sharing
knowledge with every d.ay in every
department.
If we actually wanted to use
lnternet2 on this scale tomorrow,
however. Cal Poly wouldn’t be
ready — there are only two video-

W

conference rooms available for
lnternet2 activities like guest lec
tures. There has never been a
demand for more than that.
Many Cal Poly professors have a
full workload as it is and don’t have
time to set up videoconferences and
guest lectures. But is that really the
issue? If you really wanted to do
something that you knew would
enhance learning for your students
and cost you nothing, wouldn’t you
take the extra time to do it? We’d
like to think so.
It’s Economics 101: you show the
demand, the school will respond
with the supply. As there is barely
any demand whatsoever from any
department aside from the animal
science, the supply remains “moder
ate.” Unless, of course, you respond.
Some o f the bigger reasons as to
why Cal Poly hasn’t seen greater use
of Internet2 are because some of
our faculty are either afraid to use
new technologies or are completely
unaware of it. It’s up to the students
to convince the professors that they
want these new w.iys of learning
and want to collaborate with other
schools. Then it’s up to the profes
sors to actually deliver.
We are connected to the fastest
network in the world. Let’s use it.
f:ditorials reflect the opinion of the
Afustani^ Daily editorial staff.
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Dorm squatter used Stanford to get R O TC spot
Kim excelled in the courses at Santa
C!lara, particularly wowing her class
mates with presentations on Dwight
Eisenhower, Robert E. Fee and mili
tary values.
"Her presentations were well done
and her papers were good,” Rice said.
"ROTC! is kind of an easy ckiss, but
she really tried hard. She had a back
ground dispkiy with a video, music
and pretty much everything on
Eisenhower. She did better in the class
than we did.”
Although Kim actively particip.ited
in the classes and labs during fall quar
ter, she stopped attending labs in the
winter and suipped coming to classes
altogether in the spring.
"She didn’t go to labs winter quar
ter,” C!lough said. “She said she had
class — the irony of ironies.”
Unlike most ROTC! cadets, Kim
was ne\er officially contracted. She
never committed to four years of mil
itary service after graduation in
e.xchange for a four-year scholarship
to Stanford, perhaps because doing so
would have required her to provide
the Army with an enrollment verifi
cation form and an official transcript.
“She always said that she didn’t
want to contract with ROTC! because
her parents didn’t want her to,”
C'lough said. "Looking b.ick that
would require ROTC! to interface
with Stanford, so it would have been
impossible for her to contr.ict.”
Nonetheless, monetary concerns
might h.i\e motivated Kim to join

ROTC!. C!adets said Kim may have
affiliated herself with the program in
order to explain the lack of a tuition
bill to her parents.
“My theory is that she was trying
to say she was in the ROTC! so her
parents would believe that she was
never getting her tuition bills,” Rice
said.
C!lough speculated that Kim may
h.ive also joined ROTC! out of lone
liness.
“A big part of the freshman expe
rience is meeting all the people
through the dorm,” C!lough said.“I’m
sure she couldn’t because she had to
keep her secret, so she w'as probably
lonely. Maybe another reason for
doing extracurriculars is so you can
meet people w’ithout exposing your
secret.”
But while Kim’s motives for join
ing ROTC! are uncertain, one thing is
for sure; She received a lot of military
gear. All told, Kim received 22 items
— from a bulletproof Kevlar helmet
(S2(K)) to military-grade boots ($80)
to a full C!lass A uniform, complete
with sports jacket, pants and cap
($250). C!lough estimated the value of
the items given to Kim somewhere
around $1,350.
Kim left that equipment in the
Kimball dorm’s lounge until it was
recovered on Thursday, when Rice
learned about Kim’s ruse in The
1)aily. At that time, he e-mailed her to
,isk for the equipment Kick. In a terse,
one-line reply. Kim told him that she

had placed the duffel bag of equip
ment in the corner of the dorm
lounge.
“That’s kind of scary because there
are a few pieces of really expensive
equipment,“ Rice said.“Having that
stuff out in the open with lots of small
stuff (that is) really easy to take is pret
ty dangerous.”
Police confiscated the equipment
and have since returned it to the
Army.
Lt. C!ol. Shari L. C!orbett, the com
mander of Santa C!lara’s ROTC
detachment, declined to comment for
this story.
As a first-year cadet, Kim needed to
show academic progress to C!lough
and to the ROTC!. Twice a quarter,
she submitted forms to C'lough
detailing the courses she was taking,
her grades and her performance on
key papers and tests. Kim showed A’s
in Math 42 ,md Math 51 in addition
to A minuses in Econ 1A and Chem
31 A. She did report a B in C.hem 33,
but displayed an A in English and
Fiction, an introductory seminar.
Kim forged an unofticial transcript
that matched these forms, a move that
fooled ROTC! officials. In fact, her
grades were so good that Kim
received the Dean’s Award, a purple
and yellow ribbon for her uniform
given to cadets with a grade point
.iverage of at least 3.5.
“We thought she was a little odd, if
anything, because she studied so
much,” C!lough said. “A lot of people

talk about random things, ‘Blah, blah,
blah. Big Game, blah, blah, blah, this
social event,’ but if she wasn’t con
nected to a dorm community, I guess
there was nothing to get her excited.”
Her passion for studying notwith
standing, Kim struck most in the
ROTC! as a normal, well-adjusted
freshman.
“I’ve mentored since I’ve been a
sophomore, and her responses seemed
like everyone else’s,” Clough said.
“She wasn’t hyper social — ‘I’m going
to be a Dollie,’ — but who is?”
Kim was so convincing in her role
that she never aroused suspicion —
not even when her fellow cadets
almost unintentionally exposed her.
CÜough and fellow cadet Kevin Boldt
were driving new cadets to Santa
C!lara last September when Kim said
that Stanford Housing had mistakenly
assigned her to the wrong dorm.
“Kevin Boldt said, ‘Wouldn’t it be
funny if you went to Housing and
they said that you weren’t a Stanford
student,”’ Clough said. “She didn’t
even flinch. That just shows her awe
someness — that she was able to
move through that situation.”
Ultimately, Clough defended
RC^TC! for not realizing that Kim was
an imposter.
“We actually have an excuse for
not knowing, unlike everyone else,”
CÜough said.“She was not a commit
ted member. She was just like one of
those guys trying out on a sports team
before they make cuts.”

air, releasing fireworks and using
motorcycles
from
8
p.m.
coutitmefi from ptigf 6
Wediiesdav to 5 a.in. Thursday.
The Interior Ministry banned Some of the bomb attacks in
the public from firing guns in the Lebanon have been blamed on

assailants riding motorcycles.
There was a small explosion
shortly after the resolution tvas
passed, but there were no casualties
or damage. The blast was in a

neighborhood near a church in the
capital’s southern suburbs, police
said.
Most of Beirut’s other neighborhoods were empty after the vote as

people st.iyed indoors fearing trou
ble. Lebanon was already in a state
of heightened tensions because of
ongoing fighting between the army
and Islamic militants holed up at a
Palestinian refugee camp in north
ern Lebanon. Scores have been
killed in the violence, among them
troops, militants and civilians
caught in the crossfire.
The United States. Britain and
France, wh<i drafted the resolution,
expressed satisfaction that those
responsible for Flariri’s killing
would be brought to justice.
“ By adopting this resolution, the
council has demonstrated its eommitmeiit to the principle that there
should be no impunity for political
assassination, in Lebanon or else
where.” U.S. .^mbassador Zalmay
Khalilzad said.
“We know it was necessary and
right tor the coimeil to act now,’’
he said. “The tribunal will also
serve to deter future political assas
sinations.”
British U.N. Ambassador Emyr
Jones Barry said the tribunal “is
vital for Lebanon, for justice and
for the region.”
“This is not a capricious inter
vention. interference in the domes
tic political affairs of a sovereign
Ntate. It is a considered response by
the council, properly taken, to a
request from the government ot
Lebanon,” be s.ud.

Daniel Novinson & Aniit Arora
m i . S I A N lD k l) D M IY

STANFOKl) — To her friends in
Kimball and Okada, she was Stanford
University student A?ia Kim. Hut to
her comrades m Santa (dara
University's Army Keserve Otficers’
Training (airps detachment, she was a
Private Cdidet atfectionately nick
named AK.
Kim — the IS-year-old from
Fullerton who was revealed by Fhe
Daily last Thursday to have been
sijuatting in Stanford dorms since
September despite not being affiliated
with the University — duped KOTC'
officials into thinking she was an
honor-roll Stanford student for eight
months. She took classes on Army
tactics and history, received military
equipment worth more than S1,(HK)
and even earned official military
awards for her top gratles at Stanford.
"She was so good at not seeming
like she was lying,” said Kim’s ROTC!
adviser 1)iana Cdough, a newly-com
missioned Army lieutenant who was
sworn 111 by President George W.
Bush at the White House just two
weeks ,igo. "Any oddness of hers we
just attached to flaky freshmanness."
Captain Michael Regnier taught
Kim, Ally Ha and Michael Rice a
weekly military lab and a weekly class
on topics ranging from land n.ivig,ition training to rifle marksmanship to
battle drills. Because of Stanford's
RO K! ban in the 1'ft)Us, cadets must
commute to other B.iv Area schools.
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Anti-smoking groups angered by cigarette
ads in fashion mags with youthful appeal
Jocelyn Noveck
ASSOC lATEI) I'RF.SS

NEW YORK — Not long ago,
fax machines and e-mail inboxes at
Vogue, the world s premier fashion
magazine, were briefly assaulted
with thciusands of angry letters.
Not about the latest gorgeously
photographed fashion trends or
beauty products in its influential
pages, but about a single, colorful
ad: for Camel No. 9 cigarettes.
“if you draw income from the
advertisement of tobacco,” Heidi
Thompson of Freeport, 111., wrote
in one letter, “you are as guilty as
big tobacco companies in selling
the health and future of so many of
our youth in order to pad your
bank accounts.”
The letters were part of a grass
roots campaign by an anti-smoking
group to get Vogue to drop ads for
the new, prettily packaged C'amels,
which they and others feel are tar
geted to younger women and
teenagers.
Ilut it isn’t just Vogue. Pick up
nearly any fashion magazine this
month — Glamour, Harper’s
liazaar. Lucky — and you’ll see a
colcirful cigarette ad mixed in with
articles on beauty, fitness, nutrition
and glowing skin.
You won’t find them in a num
ber of other countries. A European
Union law, for example, bans

tobacco print ads on grounds they
glamorize smoking and promote it
among young people.
But in the United States, where
TV and radio ads were banned
long ago and billboards more
recently, print ads are the final
frontier in tobacco advertising,
aside from store displays and the
like. And to anti-smoking groups,
their presence, though waning, is
especially tasteless in fashion mag
azines and others aimed at young
women — at a time when lung
cancer is the leading cause of can
cer deaths in women.
“Research out there shows that
young people are susceptible to
advertising,” says Ellen Vargyas,
counsel for the American Legacy
Foundation, established in the
wake of the 199S settlement
between the states and the tobacco
industry. “ I wish the publications
themselves would look hard at
what they’re doing. Readers look
to them to see what’s cool, and
what’s trendy — and they see cig
arettes.”
Her organization sponsored a
major tobacco report issued last
week by the Institute of Medicine,
a branch of the National Academy
of Sciences. The report, which
called on Cxingress and the presi
dent to give the Etmd and Drug
Administration power to regulate
tobacco, also had a recommenda

tion for print ads: that they be
restricted to black and white text
only — no images.
That would certainly thwart the
impact of the C'amel No. 9 cam
paign, whose ads use shiny paper,
sophisticated colors like teal and
fuschia, and accents of lace to
achieve a sense of feminine chic.
Those ads have provoked accusa
tions, including from a group of
U.S. senators, that R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco C'o., maker of C’amels, is
trying to lure teens and younger
women to smoke. (The company
says it seeks only to sway estab
lished adult smokers.)
But they’ve also aroused anger at
the magazines printing the ads.The
CLimpaign for Tobacco-Free Kids
says volunteers around the country
sent Vogue more than S,()()() protest
e-mails or faxes earlier this month.
It says it got no response, other
than a couple of scribbled notes
taxed back on letters that had been
addressed to editor Anna Wintour.
“ Will you stop? You’re killing
trees!” read one note shown to The
Al»
A spokeswoman for Cxmde Nast
I’ublications, which publishes
Vogue, said neither Wintour nor
publisher Thomas Florio were
available for an interview. “Vogue
does carry tobacco advertising.
Beyond that we have no further
comment.” said the spokeswoman.

NEEDS AN “UNDER FOUR” REMINDER.

Maurie Perl.
Matthew Myers, president of the
CLimpaign for Tobacco-Free Kids,
says that while print ads are on the
decline, he’s still concerned about
tashion magazines, and especially
the iconic Vogue, because “they
have far more impact on teenage
girls than almost any other written
media. And that’s the reason the
tobacco industry is in these maga
zines.”
Magazine analyst Samir Husni
says it’s “oddly hypocritical” for
magazines to run articles about
health issues, including cancer, and
then have tobacco ads nearby.
“What they’re saying is that they
value their ad customers more than
their million or two million read
ers,” says Husni, of the University
of Mississippi.
Tobacco companies spent SI3.1
billion on promotional spending in
2(M)5, the last year for which there
were figures, according to a recent
report by the Federal Trade
C!ommission. Most of that went
into price discounts for consumers.
On magazine ads, they spent SI7.2
million in the first quarter of 2007,
according to the Magazine
I'ublishers of America.
A number of magazines refuse to
accept tobacco ads: just a few are
Men’s Health, Self, and Money,
according to a list provided by the
Tobacco-Free Periodicals Project.

O fficials ask
if L oh an w as
served liquor
before crash
Je ff W ilson
ASSCK l A l l l) I'R IS S

LOS ANGELES — Authorities
conducting undercover operations
at trendy celebrity watering holes
in recent weeks want to know if an
underage Lindsay Lohan was
served alcohol before a weekend
car crash.
California
Department
of
Alcoholic Beverage C?ontrol inves
tigators also want to know if Lohan
or others were served after hours,
agency spokesman John C!arr said.
Videos show' Lohan leaving
Hollywood’s Les Deux club at 3:30
a.m., but alcohol cannot be served
in California after 2 a.m.
Les Deux owner Lonnie Moore
said Lohan had dinner and w’asn’t
drinking.
Lohan, w ho turns 21 on July 2,
was behind the wheel of a
Mercedes-Benz that was heavily
damaged when it crashed into a
curb and bushes on Sunset
Boulevard in Bev'erly Hills early
Saturday.
Lohan was arrested for investiga
tion of driving under the intluence. Fler publicist announced the
actress entered a rehabilitation
facilitv on Mondav.

DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

MOST CAL POLY STUDENTS DRINK UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING
message brought to you by Cal Poly students based on a survey of Cal Poly students
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Ducks halfway to title with 1-0 win

Poly ju n io r R F
D esm e a 2nd-team
All-Am erican

Anaheim w ins Game 2 o f Stanley Cup
Finals, is two w ins away from clinchin g
series against O ttawa.

22nd in homo runs por gamo (0.3),
2Hth in batting avorago (.405), 57th
in runs sot)rod por gamo (l .OS) and
71st in IfBI por gamo (1.00).
C'al Boly fmishod tho soason 3224
and fourth in tho Big Wost at
sp O K IS IN IO K M A I ION k l l*OIU
13-S. riio Mustangs won oight of
thoir
last nino gamos and 10 of thoir
C'al I’oly junior right ticldor
Grant Dosino was solootod to tlio last 27, postod thoir fourth straight
l.oiiisvillo Sluggor N('AA Division winning soason and roaohod tho
I ,All-Amorioa Sooond ’ioani on 30-viotory mark for tho sixth timo
in oight yoars.
Wodnosday.
Tho only othor playor from Big
Tho toams woro olu>son by tlio
Wost Conforonoo schools
stati' ot Cadlogiato Hasoball
honorod is UG! kivorsido
Nowspapor.
right-handor
Jamos
I )osnio oarnod tho Big
Simmons on tho third
Wost's triplo orow n with a
III toam.
.40.T batting avorago, 15
C'ollogiato
Basoball
homo runs and 53 kBI
namod southpaw David
during tho 2(Kl7 soason.
Brioo of Vandorbilt and
I lo also stolo 12 of 15
soot)iid basoman Tony
base's this soason dospito
inissing tho final six ganios
Thomas of Florida Stato
as national playors of tho
of tho yoar booauso of a
Grant
yoar.
traoturod right wrist.
Desm e
1)osnio also lod tho Big
Chd
Boly’s
last
Wost in slugging poroontLouisvillo Sluggor Allago (.733), on-baso porcontago Amoricans woro pitchor (iarrott
(.4‘M) and total basos (143).
Olson
and
catcher
Kylo
In national statistics, Dosmo is Blumonthal, both third-toam selocU)th in slugging porcontago (.733), tions in 2005.

ANAHEIM — CTicckmato.
Tho Anahoim Ducks’ dofonsivo stalwarts are hurt
ing tho Ottawa Senators on offonso, too.
Sanuiol Bahlsson figured out sharp Senators goalie
kay Emory with 5 minutos, 44 seconds loft in tho
third period to give tho Ducks a 1-0 victory over
Ottawa on Wodnosday night and a 2-0 load in tho
Stanley Clup Finals.
Bahlsson, a finalist to bo tho NHL's top dofonsivo
forward, joined linomato Travis Moon with ganiowinning goals in tho series. They already mastorod
tho job of shutting down Ottawa’s high-tlying top
lino and now are providing tho finishing blows
against tho Eastern Gonforonco champs.
“Wo wdikod roallv hard tho whole game for that
one, but wo couldn’t got anything by Emory.”
Bahlsson said. “Wo just try to play our gamo, make it
easy for us and hard for them. Wo got some goals and
wo don’t expect that every game. It’s fun.”
On Saturday, tho series will shift to C^ttawa for tho
first timo since I‘>27, and tho Senators will have to
figure out a way to break out of a scoring funk in tho
next two gamos to earn a trip back to Southorn
CTilifornia. Toams that won tho first two ganios at
homo have captured tho CTip 2‘> of 30 times.
Joan-Sobastion (¡ignore stopped U> shots for his
sixth postseason shutout and first this yoar. Ho leaped
as time ran out and tho loud duck call vibrated
through a deafening arena.
Emerv finished with 30 saves for the Senators.

G rant D esm e receives A llA m erica sta tu s on e day
after ta k in g B ig W est
Player o f th e Year h o n o rs.

ing him back as head coach following
the 2003-04 season because the
Lakers were committed to reducing
continued from page 16
payroll and rebuilding long term.
about the team’s goals.
"They said nothing tti me about a
Bryant said he was ttild the Lakers
would immediately try to rejoin the long-term plan. Absolutely nothing,”
NBA’s elite. But he said Jackson told Brvant told KLAC. “They told Bhil
him Tuesday that Buss was luit bring one thing and they told me another.
Actions speak louder than words.”

Bryant

HAIR
V:
Come check out ou

Color Services
973 E. Foothill Blvd.
Suit 107
W alking distance
from O I Poly

ASI Student Goverament

Executive Cabinet
WorkMriththeASI Presidenttomake
improvementsoncanuHis

Positions include:
University Affairs
Student Outreach & Campus Issues
Environmental Affairs
Community Relations
Legislative Affairs
Greek Relations & Public Affairs

Check out our website for details and an application

asi.ciilpoly.cdn/^overniiiont
S ^ u o t N r G O V l RNM t N T

ASI will be every stiKletit’s
sUxlei'lt’s èonriection
¿onrifction to th
the ultim ate collc«je exp'M ience.

Ira Podell
A SSO ia.M M ) 1'kt.SS

Br^'ant’s agent, k o b Belinka, didn’t
resptind to several messages left by
The Associated Press.
The Lakers won championships
from 2(KK)-02 and reached the NBA
finals again in 2004, losing to the
Detroit Pistons in five games. The
team was broken up at that time.
O ’Neal was traded, Jackson left and
other stalwarts — Karl Malone. Gary
Payton. Derek Fisher, kobert Llorry
and kick Fox — went elsewhere or
retired.
The Lakers failed to make the pkiyorts the following season. With
J.ickson returning befoa' the 2005-04)
campaign, they finished seventh in the
Western Gonference in e.ich of the
past two years, but were eliminated by
Phoenix in the first round of the pkiyorts.
The Lakers appeaaxl to be title
contenders thanigh the first half of
this season, going 20-13 despite sewral injuries. But the%’ lost 27 of their last
43 game's to finish 42-4< I befoa* bowing out to the Suns in five games.
Bryant urged the team at se'ason's
end to do what it takes to get back

1

MARK AVERY a s s ik

lA lh l) I’Rl ss

Anaheim Ducks center Samuel Pahlsson, right, celebrates
with teammate Rob Niedermayer after his third-period
unassisted goal against the Ottawa Senators in Game 2 of
the Stanley Cup Finals on Wednesday night. The Ducks
won 1'0 to take a 2-0 series lead.

into contention. He essentially repeat
ed those comments last weekend in
an interview with the Times.
On Sunday, he suggested former
Lakers general manager Jerry West
should return. West left the team in
the summer of 2(MK) and was suc
ceeded by Kupchak.
West, an employee of the Lakers for
about 4( I years as a player, coach and
executive, is under contract as the
Memphis (¡rizzlies’ president until
July 1. He turned 0‘> this week and
has remained a close friend of
Kupchak’s. West has said he has "no
plans to seek employment with any
other organization.”
It was West w ho brought Brwint to
the Lakers, tniding center Vlade Divac
to Gharlotte in the summer of I‘>‘>i)
for the rights to Brsant — the 1.5th
pick in the NBA Drafi. Brxant was
only 17 at the time.
Br\ant has made the All-Star team
in e.ich of the past nine seasons, clear
ly establishing himself as an NB.A
ga*at before age 30. Only one .ictiu*
NB.A pl.iyer. Kevin Garnett, has a
longer tenua' with one team than

Bryant. Garnett has played 12 seasons
for Minnesota.
Brv'ant’s anger btiiled over Tuesday,
when he did a series of interviews
bashing the Lakers.
"That place is a mess,” Brvant said,
referring to the team’s front ofr'ice. “If
we’re not making strides hea* to
impmve this team right now, to be
agga'ssive in that natua', then what’s
the point tif having me here?”
That same day, the 74-year-old
Buss was arrested in Garlsbad for
investigation of driving under the
intluence of alcohol. He was released
on bail later in the day.
“The fact of the matter is that
m.iny people don't know what really
went down when I was appaiaching
free .igency because I have stayed
quiet about it this whole time,”
Brv ant wnite TuesiLiy on his Web site.
“The real facts are that Dr. Buss
rei|uc'sted a meeting with me during
the ‘I>4 sc.isoii long Ix'fore I opted tnit
of my coiitr.ict.aml he told me he had
alre.uly vlecided not to extend Shaq.as
he was cHincerned about Sh.K|'s .ige.
fitness aiul niiitract demands. I )r. Buss
m.ide It clear that his decision w.is
final, his mind was maile up. and no
matter what I decided to do w ith free
agency, he was still going to nu>ve
Shaq.”
O'Neal said on the Bhiladelphia
Inquirer’s Web site he believed Bryant
“ 1(MI percent.”
“There is no doubt in my mind
Kobe IS telling the truth.” O'Neal
added.
Bryant said he was considering
signing with the (Tippers and
Chicago Bulls three years ago befoa*
hearing fixim Buss.
“Dr. Buss pmniised me he would
a*build right away, and I believed
him,” Bryant wrote. “That is why I
put my trust in the Lakers. But when
saiff like this is coming from the
‘inside,’ all I can do is hope that some
one fixini the ‘inside’ comes forvvaal
to support me and set straight the
facts of what a*ally happened. This is
the TRUTH.”
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Ciasiorek said. "She has been racing
mountain bikes for awhile but did a
great
job of stepping up.”
continued from page 16
He also said that because the
nationals this season. The woman,
Jenna Kowalski, is a relative new womens side of the Wheelmen is so
small, this achievement was even
comer to racing, Gasiorek said.
“Jenna just started on road bikes,” more amazing as Kowalski didn't

Wheelmen

twww.mustangdaily.com

have many teammates to help her in
races.
Freshman Hlake Anton, another
‘A’ rider, agreed that the women’s
team is the weakness for the
Wheelmen. There are simply so few
women that it makes it hard for them

Need more sports?
pcx±asts at m ustangdaily.com
She ^<10jloifc Shite#
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“The team has a wide range of
people focused on different things,”
Ciasiorek said. “Some focus on the
season, some just show up to be with
people who love bikes as much as
they do.”
Both Anton and Gasiorek said that
next year w'ill be a year to build up
some of their less exper-enced riders
and give them a chance to shine.
Neither one said they could pick a
favorite yet, but said that their off
season training from now until the
start of road season in the w'lnter will
give everyone an opportunity to
show' what they have to offer.
The Wheelmen hold meetings
Wednesdays in the Clyde H Fisher
Science building room 286 at 8 p.m.
They will also be starting to fix bicy
cles on Thursdays during UU hour.
They will set up in front of the Rec
Center and do all the niaintenance
thev can for the cost of $5.

the team hopes to return to regionals
as a team, Ciartwright said, and Cal
Poly hopes to have re-arranged its
continued from page 16
schedule
to get into better position
With the new NC’AA selection
prticess that goes into effect next year. for the postseason.
“Personally, I want to get back to
regionals, but 1 v\ant the whole team
to get there,” Gonzalez said.
With the season over, he is entering
several individual tournaments over
the summer “just to stay competitive.”
9 i 1 *5 8 2 4 3 7 6
And with his free time, the business
freshman is hoping to travel a little
7 6 3 9 5 1 2 4 8
more, including road trips and going
2 8 4 7 6 3 5 1 9
to Hawaii this summer, something he
6 3 2 1 4 7 9 8 5
didn’t have tune for during the year.
1
‘ s 6 3 19 4 2 7
Looking to the future, he hopes to
do something 111 business after gradu
T7 9 5 8 2 1 6 3
ation.
6 2 7 4 9 5 6 3 1
“But, if something happens where
3 9 1 2 7 6 8 5 4
I have the opportunity to play profes
5 4 6 3 1 8 7 9 2
sionally, I’ll probably give it a shot,” he
said.
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to compete against other schools in
that area.
One thing the Wheelmen are
doing as a group is to foster female
riders with an ofT-shoot group called
WheeKvomen. It is meant to orga
nize and encourage women to join
the team and race. They hold
women-only rides and teach them
the mechanics of road racing, and
have social functions.
“Our season went well overall
considering how many people we
had show up to races,” Anton said.
Anton pointed out that while the
Wheelmen have a large membership,
not everyone is interested in the rac
ing aspect.
“The Wheelmen aren’t as serious
as they seem,” Anton said. “We are a
tun, social experience as well with
people everywhere from beginners
to really serious racers.”
Gasiorek echoed this sentiment,
adding that the Wheelmen welcome
anyone who is interested in bikes to

For answ ers, call 1-9(X)-285-5656 $1 20 a minute, or. with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual sub saip tio ns are available for the best of Sund ay
crossw ords from the last 50 years 1 -8 8 8 -7 -A C R O SS.
Online su b sa ip tio n s Today's puzzle and more than 2,0(X)
past puzzles, nytim es com /aossw ords ($39 95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/0uz 2 leforum C rossw ord s for young
solvers nytim es com/learning/xwords
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1261 Laurel Lane
San Luis Otxsoo, CA 93401

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HOM ES FOR SA LE

FOR SA LE

Job Work Help Wanted
W holesale/Retail company is
offering an assistan t manager
position a s full tim e. Sm all office
and great work environment.
Flexible hours, order taking and
processing. Som e product
production work. Quick Books.
Office, and Photoshop experience
a plus. Call the number below
or email resume to
Contactus@Aquaworld.net
(805) 545-5817

Engineering interns
The City of Novato Public Works
Department is recruiting
2 Engineering interns to work this
summer in the Engineering
Division. One position will be in
Private Projects/Engineering and
the other in Capital Improvement
Projects. These positions are
suitable for students with a
background/experience in Civil
Engineering and/or com puters.
$12.35/hour. Requires City of
Novato Application, available at
www.ci.novato.ca.us Applications
Accepted Until: June 2. 2007
For futher information, contact
4 1 5 .8 9 9 .8 9 6 2 or
pvaldivi@ ci.novato.ca.us

SUMMER WORK!!!! — $ 16.00
base-appt. Ideal for students.
Custom er sale s and service. Part
time. Full time. No experience
necessary, training provided,
conditions apply, all ages 17-f ,
scholarships possible 541-5100

Free List of all Houses and
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
(805) 546-1990 or e-mail
steve@ slohom es.com

Books for Sale: HIST 207 SCOM
102, Kine 2 80 , physics 121
Please Call: (408) 821-6253

The Mustang Daily Is looking for
a new Classifieds Ad Manager
Must be responsible,
organized, and enjoy working with
people. Part-time, flexible hours!
Contact Paul or Jackie at
(805) 756-1143 or inquire at
Graphic Arts Bldg 26 Rm. 226

RECREATION LEADER II
for City of Morro Bay. Supervise
participants during operations of
Teen Center and Skate Park.
$8.21/hr.; 20-30 hrs/wk.
including some nights and
weekends. Apply City of Morro Bay,
595 Harbor; 772-6207

RENTAL HOUSING
Summer Sublease $475 OBO
Own Room in 2BED IB A apt.
on Foothill. No pets or sm oking.
Close to Poly + Foothill Plaza
Call Jackie (408) 821-6253
5 Bdrm 3.5 Bath House
Excellent location near cam pus
$2.800/m onth (310) 373-7999

HOM ES FOR SA LE

Sale s — A local jewelry store is
hiring for F/T or P/T. Applicants
must be reliable and highly
motivated. APPLY IN PERSON!
Bring resume to All That Glitters
in the Madonna Plaza.

House on Acreage available
8 /1 5 /0 7 -6 /1 5 /0 8 4 B R/2 Bath
$2,650 - Horses and dogs ok10-minutes to cam pus and near the
beach and bike trail - 550-1206

Modeling Opportunities
in art. beauty and swimwear.
See davidschoen.com and e-mail
or call (805) 471-0875.

5 Bdrm house for sale -1- 2.5 acres
... includes BARN & Corral
6 Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly.
$ 67 5,00 0 (805) 441-6908

ANNOUNCEM ENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

YOGA AT THE SLO VETS HALL
June 4 - August 6 Mondays &
W ednesdays Beg: 5:15 PM Cont;
6 :3 0 PM Students $5 Info:
772-3560

FOR SA LE
Attention Grads!
B usiness For Sale!
Own your own hometown n
ewspaper on the SLO Coast.
Creative, Fun, Lucrative.
(805) 995-0733
Chihuahua Puppies! Adorable long
hair chihuahuas - 8 weeks 1 Male
1 Female $500 ea 423-0782

SHOUT OUTS
Bard de la pena is a saint!
Love J-mac
Congratz to Pilipino Cultural
Exchange and Omega Xi Delta on
a successful Affinity event!
Hey ading, if you’re reading this,
wanna go get a UTS? — Trogdor
SHOUT OUTS free every Thursday

LO ST AND FOUND
LOST brown, leather trifold wallet
in business bldg. (831) 325-1562
FOUND Bluetooth headset in
library. Call (916) 616-7434
REWARD for LOST Cannon Camera
Contact Megan: (831) 521-5770
LOST iPod Nano, white, 4G
Contact (916) 705-0564
FOUND BMX Bike, Call with
description (858) 442-6004
Lost and Found ads are FREE

Sports
Wheelmen
club takes 4th
in conference
Michelle Norgan
MUMANCi DAIIY

The C!al Poly Wheelmen club
cycling team has had a successful
year, finishing fourth in conference,
sending several riders to nationals
and having two riders win awards
for individual achievement.
The Wheelmen compete against
about a dozen other teams in their
conference, including Davis and
Stanford, who have both won
national titles in recent years.
“We are competing very well
with those teams, which shows the
strength of our team,” said sopho
more Sean Gasiorek, one of the top
riders on the team.
(iasiorek is a part of the ‘A’ cate
gory within the Wheelmen, which
consists of the top riders on the
team. O f the si.x or seven riders in
this group, Gasiorek said that the
majority' are graduating this year,
meaning that the team will have to
build up some of its other members
to fill those spots.
“Next year will be a rebuilding
year and we will try to bring up
some of the riders to train a lot
harder in the fall and prepare for the
season,” Ciasiorek said.
Ciasiorek said that this season
went particularly well because two
of the Wheelmen took home the
“omnium” award within the con
ference. This award goes to the rider
with the most individual points for
the season in each category. Jared
Barrilleaux and Rob Scheffer, in
the respective ‘A’ and ‘B’ categories,
both won.
Each race the Wheelmen com
pete in is scored both for individual
riders, and then for the team as a
whole. Each rider who does well
helps boost the teams score, so
Barrilleaux and Scheffler’s scores
helped the team.
“Throughout the season we
worked really well together to help
Jared get the omnium,” Gasiorek
said. “At the beginning of the sea
son we weren’t sure who was our
strongest rider, but he won the very
first race of the season and showed
he was one of the strongest in the
conference.”
The Wheelmen also had four
men and one woman go on to
see Wheelmen, page 15
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Should he stay
should he go?

Gonzalez
caps stellar
freshman
season
Cal Poly g olfer G eo ff
G onzalez was the lon e
M ustang — from the
w om en ’s or m en’s team s —
to go beyond the Big W est
C on feren ce C h a m p io n sh ip s.

Kobe Bryant jolted the
sports w orld W ednesday
when he dem anded a trade
on one national sports talk
radio show, then rescinded
his request on another.

Giana Magnoli

John Nadel

MUSIANCi DAIIY

ASSO( IA TH ) I'RKSS

LC^S ANCiELES — Believing he
had been insulted and misled, Kobe
Bryant asked the Los Angles Lakers
for a trade Wednesday and insisted
nothing could change his mind.
Then something did. He spoke
with coach Phil Jackson and backed
off his request.
“1 don’t want to go anywhere, this
is my team,” Bryant told KLAC
radio. “I love it here. 1 called Phil,
man, he and 1 talked, it was an emo
tional conversation, but he just said,
‘You know what, Kobe? Let us try to
figure this thing out.’
“Phil is a guy I lean on a lot.”
Some three hours earlier, in an
interview with ESPN Radio, Bryant
said:“l would like to be traded, yeah.
Tough as it is to come to that con
clusion, there’s no other alternative.
It’s rough, man, but 1 don’t see how
you can rebuild that trust. 1just don’t
know how you can move forward in
that type of situation.”
Bryant also told KLAC, the
Lakers’ flagship station, that he hadn’t
heard fnim owner Jerry Buss, indi
cating a conversation could go a long
way toward resolving the matter.
Buss issued a statement after
Bryant’s request, saying; “We are
aware of the media reports. However,
Kobe has not told us directly that he
wants to be traded. We have made it
very clear that we are building our
team around Kobe and that we
intend for him to be a Laker his
entire career. We will speak direedy
to Kobe and until we do that, we will
not comment publicly about this.”
Bryant told KLAC that his agent
had contacted general manager
Mitch Kupchak early Wednesday.
Bryant, who helped the Lakers
win three consecutive NBA champi
onships from 1999-2(KK) to 2001-02,
has four years left on the seven-year.
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Los Angeles Lakers guard Kobe Bryant, left, and head coach Phil
Jackson go in different directions after a timeout in the closing
moments o f the fourth quarter in the Lakers’ 95-87 loss to the
Phoenix Suns in Game 1 o f a Western Conference first-round
NBA playoff series at U.S. Airways Center in Phoenix on April 22.
$136.4 million contract he signed said trade to Miami.
July 15, 2(K)4. That
Bryant told KLAC'
was a day after
he knew who the soShaquille O ’Neal was
called insider was, but
traded to the Miami
wouldn’t identify the
Check
out
Heat.
person.
Bryant
became mustangdaily.com to read
Bryant also said he
an
online
exclusive
column
infuriated
Tuesday
feels Buss misled him
when a Los Angeles from Mustang Daily senior three years ago —
staff writer Devan McClaine
Times
columnist regarding commissioners in right before he re
quoted
a Lakers
signed with the Lakers
professional sports.
“insider” as saying it
— by telling him one
was Bryant’s insistence on getting thing and Jackson something else
away ftxnn O'Neal that prompted the
see Bryant, page 14
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Poly CF Modglin named Ist-team All-American
SW>RTS IN K IR M A T IO N RFl*ORT

Big West Conference Player of the
Year Lisa Modglin added one final
line to an historic C'al Poly resume
Wednesday when the record-break
ing 2(K)7 campaign put forth by the
senior center fielder made her the
Mustang program’s initial Louisville
Slugger/NFC'A First Team Division I
All-America honoree.
An NFC'A Division I All-West
Region First Team selection and one
of 26 finalists for the 2(X)7 USA
Softball Collegiate Player of the Year
award, Modglin produced the most
dominant offensive campaign in Cal
Poly history this past season. She
paced all Big West hitters in batting

average (.476), hits (81), triples (7),
home runs (16), total bases (157),
intentional walks (8), slugging per
centage (.924) and on-base percent
age (.580).
As of May 27, her marks for bat
ting average and slugging percentage
both ranked third among all
Division I players. In per-game cate
gories, Modglin ranks seventh
nationally in triples (0.13), 14th in
runs (1.04), 20th in homers (0.30)
and 25th in walks (0.67).
During the 2007 season, Modglin
broke single-season Cal Poly records
for hits, runs, RBI, triples, homers
and average. She retired as the
Mustangs’ career leader for hits
(236), runs (152), triples (17), homers
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(22), RBI (105) and stolen bases
(41).
The .476 average compiled by
Modglin established a new Big West
single-season mark and her 16
homers proved to be the third-highest amount. Among the Big West’s
career leaders, Modglin ranks third
in runs, fifth in triples and ninth alltime in hits.
Modglin joins former Mustang
pitcher Desarie Knipfer (1995-98) as
the only All-American selections in
Cal Poly history. Knipfer garnered
second-team recognition following
her 1997 junior season and thirdteam honors as a senior in 1998.
“It’s a great honor for Lisa and a
credit to both her work ethic and

desire to make herself and her team
mates better,” C'al Poly head coach
Jenny Condon said of Modglin, who
was the only player from a non-BCS
school named a first-team AllAmerican. “She had excellent statis
tics this year and it’s nice to know
that the rest of the country took
notice.”
During the 2(K)7 season. Cal Poly
established school records for victo
ries (39) and winning percentage
(.696) and earned both the pro
gram’s first Big West title and NCAA
Tournament berth.
The Mustangs ended the season
with a 9-4 loss to Southern Utah at
the NCAA Tournament Provo
(Utah) Regional on May 18.

( ieort'Gonzalez was the only C'al
Poly golfer to reach NC'AA West
Regional competition, where he
tied for 53rd with his four-under-par
total of 212.
And he’s a freshman.
“I
really
wanted
the
whole team to
make
it,”
Gonzalez said.
“At least some
one made it
tn>m Poly.”
Cl o n z a 1e z
had no wins this
season, but aver
aged
72.2
Geoff
strokes and had
Gonzalez
eight top 10
finishes. He tied for fourth in the Big
West Conference C.hampionships, in
which C3al Poly tied for second after
winning the conference cmwn in
2(K»6.
“(Gonzalez is) a very solid fresh
man. our No. I recruit to replace the
hole in the lineup left by Travis
Bertoni when he graduated,” C'al
Poly head coach Scott C'artwright
said.
Cionzalez, a Diablo native, has
been playing golf since he was 4
years old, and competitively since
inidiUe school.
“1 used to live in Southern
C'alifornia, and my grandfather just
toi)k me out on the gt)lf course
when 1 was little,” Cionzalez said.
The fall golf season starts before
classes, and he joined the team’s ros
ter on arrival.
“Scott (Ciartwright) is awesome,
he’s a great coach,” Cionzalez said.
“Not too pushy, which is exactly
what I need.”
However, he didn’t come to C'al
Poly for golf alone.
“(I came) more for the people and
the school,” he said. “1 really like the
schtiol.We have a really got>d group
of guys on the team.”
“It’s a very old lineup,”
C'artwright said. “Sometimes treshmen can be intimidated, but it didn’t
affect (Cionzalez) at all. He mixed in.
(Next year) we’ll have to work on
creating good chemistry between
the 18-year-olds and the 22-yearolds.”
With eight seniors on the team,
“we should have our strongest team
next year,” Cionzalez said. “We defi
nitely want to win Big West; that’s
our No. 1 goal next year.”
C'artwright agreed.
“Our goals are to win the Big
West Conference and go to the
regional as a team,” he said.
The team missed winning a sec
ond consecutive conference title by
three strokes this year.
see C^nzalez, page 15

